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Somnolent in a sentence

Somnolent meaning in a sentence. Somnolent definition in a sentence. Somnolent adjective in a sentence. Somnolent used in a basic sentence. The word somnolent used in a sentence. Somnolent example in a sentence. Somnolent attitude in a sentence.
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aspect of the place was that of somnolent respectability. The convicts would fill him with food, and he had become fat and sleepy. In front of 1500 striking firefighters at a rally ³ Glasgow yesterday, the sleepy Prescott was not so much demonized as mocked. But there was no doubt about the somnolent state of the Puritan. The spirit of revolutionary
France had not touched the heart ³ the Habsburg empire, and national rivalries were expressed, not so much in expansive ambitions, , in a somnolent clinging to traditional privileges. Everywhere, people want to make up for lost time, amazed that we've been sleepy for so long. More similar words: "sleepiness", "violence", "insolence", "violence", "nonviolence", "from now on", "insolence", "malevolence", "benevolence", "malevolence", "non-violent resistance", "insomnia", "areÃ?mbulo", "linÃ leo", nothing less than "violence", "insolence", "omnipresent condolence", "benevolence", "malevolence", "silence", "talent", "abundance", "indulgence".  Meanings Without³ Sentences A clean sweep of medieval
politics was made surviving in the somnolent diets and local corporations. Â Why was the image of body reproduction ³ the core of the effort to revitalize what in Britain had become a somnolent art? While the Committee was examining the extra election practices of the family of Queensland's somnolent patron, it seems to have something different to
say. Except for the main character, the sleepy man, a lady and the Alsatian dog, there are no other characters in the skin. inclined or marked by drowsiness.Ã  (1) Stays still, sleepy after the efforts of the dÃa.(2) The sedative to very sleepy people.(3) The noise from the stream had a pleasantly sleepy effect.(4) The port yacÃa sleepy, shops were closed.
(5) closed.(5) Sleepy black eyes and pink lips â   â  tenderly  meddle with the delicacy of the eggshell of his face with the most delicate affection. Show more prayers where there is no pain, notÃ© that legal medications do an excellent job to tip you to somnolent happiness. The spirit of the place was the spirit of peace of the living, drowsy with
servitude and the content of prosperity, and undisturbed by the rumors of Far Wars. Count of prayer³ 16Posted: 2017-03-12UPEDADO: 2020-07-24 ³:  Slumberlous, Slumery,  Slumbrous. "Similar words:  Somnolence, violent,  insolent,  violently,  nonviolent," from now on.  insolently, malicious. Meaning: Mr. Murtha's proposal caused Downroar in the
House of Representatives to be generally somnolent in the United States. The ³ time you're in the theater, look around at the Somnolent Hoi Polloi filling their faces with popcorn and their psyches with trash sex. Senna leaf efficiently stimulates a somnolent digestive tract. The electorate was sleepy and allowed the poet to have his way. Another herb
called Sarpgandha is famous for its somnolent effect, but should only be used under expert supervision³ He must realize that he has awakened a hornet's nest of somnolent nationalists in Quebec, as witnessed by polls, the media ³ and the rapid ³ in the voting ³ the federalist government of Jean Charest in Quebec. Even the huge governor of Karnataka,
so far away, could not close his eyes to what was developing. Our will to live can be simply somnolent, waiting for something to urge him to ³. They do not represent the views of YourDictionary.com. Don't forget the clue: take advantage of the somnolent state that exists between the vigil and the south, so that Willpower, can project from its astral
body, its discernment and its memory. Alnwick is a city with a large past and a piscuit present. When you wake up Somnolentos shareholders, CREE CREE Contribute to improving the effectiveness of companies through layoffs and stakeholders. Along with the new bureaucracy, the old haciendas survived in a sleepy inactivity, and even in Hungary,
although the ancient constitution remained intact, the diet only became four times during the reign, and the reforms were carried out, without protest, by Real ordinance But the reporter's calls obviously waving the sleepy weasels within the Labor Party and alerted the people of the government of a delicious political opportunity that awaited. Thorpe
elaborated, with half closed eyes, with a sleepy satisfaction. It is sad that there are ineffective ministers and a sleepy bureaucracy that gives citizens a brutal treatment. Sentencedict.com (6) The sleepy reaction of him was twist half of him by exposing his ankle and left leg. (7) Somnolient now between its low gray walls and opaque towers, once it was
rich in salt, and powerful to start. (8) Sometimes the songs are ethere and sleepy as Brian ENO after a whole Actifeled bottle. (9) The restless personality of him could sound had a somnolient effect. (11) The noise of the stream has a somnolient effect. (12) It is a dry landscape, sleepy, empty, difficult to unblock, difficult to invade. (13) Picnic lunch
that had been eaten immediately upon arrival had left some of the elderly somewhat. (14) Like his compatriot Nelson Piquet, Emerson in the cabin is a sleepy cat. (15) In the distance, he could hear the somnolient buzz of a lobster, otherwise silent. (16) Â € œDo not have anything for me? The static feathers of a poet had been altered, but the humanity
of him, annoying and amoral of him, had remained immovable, sleepy and dying. All this happened through my sleepy head in .aÃratsug .aÃratsug eM .emratselom aÃdop on etnemelpmis orep ,sodnuges sert To have a president more commander than sleepy. Words near somnolent in the dictionary Examples of sentences The somnolent Hampden
Lecture suddenly began to come to life when it was put into labor as a waste of space in Westminster. What is most disappointing is the lack of interest in this issue by the sleepy Australian electorate. From her sleepy expression she could see that she was still tired. In this receptacle, Dante Gabriel, apparently, apparently to place the sleepy wombat
and there would normally remain asleep until he wakes up after the guests had left. Well, today there was a little more activity in my sleepy lifestyle. I was sick yesterday, so I spent most of the day reaching the taped TV shows and being usually sleepy. Hidden by a sleepy, cobbled road in the old town, this is where the old money sleeps, although they
will also let you in. This option would also explain how I came to confuse Mr. Drummond for a sleepy old greed. Doctors usually expect delirious patients to exhibit agitation or hyperalous and may overlook the delirious patient who is drowsy or obedient. His mental state changed, and he appeared drowsy and lethargic. On the right is a drowsy man,
patently strangers, slavishly assisted by concubines with little clothing. The men and women who lived here ate, walked and spoke with a drowsy aloofness, which proves it for granted. Our visit was late summer to early autumn, and the garden was sleepy instead of sumptuous. An hour later, his powerful fingers have done the trick and I feel
immensely relaxed and deeply sleepy. I cried, I hurried, while I played the sleepy wretch with my cane. I lifted my legs off the bed and in a ,sotseup ,sotseup sol ³Ãtseucne y ³Ãivlov eS .etnelonmos edrat anu ne erbmim ed n³Ãllis nu ne odidnuh yotsE .sotnelonmos s¡Ãm nºÃa odneivlov n¡Ãtse es tsughhhhhA ed orrep ed saÃd sol Y .arodatupmoc im aicah
odahcloca y odidruta With sleepy assistants. The bricks, Patric, offers extra performance and almost sleepy. So it's Santa Fe, drowsy in the summer haze. But the atmosphere ³ for the five-event submarine was eerily somnolent. The sleepy mind of the platypus is not shrewd. . After the sleepy '50s, the '60s were big problems. Persistent toasty weather
was making people a bit sleepy. The bar³ n Davis gave him the ³ of the sleepy crowd to cheer. It's hard to see Somnolent in a sentence. The growth, the inflation ³ was somnolent. The other ³ somnolent cards could be awakened by environmental issues. The town of Sweltering is moving at its usual sleepy summer pace. So, too, he made the somnolent
calm of a summer day. Summer Boathouses Boathouses, like sleepy feelings on the benches. of the frozen river basin. We need that unique ³ effect _ that thwack into an otherwise somnolent brain. And a Quiz Snap is a true Waker-Superior to sleepy students. From now on, Davis gave him the ³ of the sleepy crowd to cheer. Cerrarence Foun D Services
in chouests'church Somnolent. After a long and sleepy summer, Broadway was alive again this week. A sleepy atmosphere ³ hanging over the totality of these procedures, which are developed mainly firmly behind closed doors. At the center, the stage is not the athlete, but the official belonging to somnolent associations. The man has already been
discredited for inexcusable mismanagement ³ his portfolio and for his spectacularly sleepy performance ³ the house. A viceroy spawn in MilÃ n and another in Naples, supported by Rome and by the lesser princes who followed the policy dictated to them by Madfid, were enough to preserve the entire peninsula in a state of drowsy English servitude.
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